PHOENIX SOCIETY
THE UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO

You can become a lifetime member by funding a life-income gift or simply notifying us that you’ve planned a gift to the University in one of the following ways:

- Included the University in your will or trust
- Named the University as a beneficiary of a retirement plan, life insurance policy, or financial account

As a Phoenix Society member, you will enjoy several exclusive benefits. Here are just a few:

- Complimentary admission to Harper Lectures and several exclusive benefits. Here are just a few:
- As a Phoenix Society member, you will enjoy
- Named the University as a beneficiary of a life-income gift or simply notifying us.
- You can become a lifetime member by
- Membership goal met!

1,200
STARTING MEMBERS
1,900
MEMBERSHIP GOAL
1,931
CURRENT MEMBERS

Become a member today.
Visit phoenixsociety.uchicago.edu/join
Email phoenixsociety@uchicago.edu
Call 866.241.9802

HONOR ROLL
Phoenix Society members lead the way in supporting the University’s students, faculty, programs, and facilities. The names below represent new members welcomed into the society from July 1, 2018, through June 30, 2019. All names are listed per member request and also located in the online Leaders in Philanthropy Honor Rolls at give.uchicago.edu/leadersinphilanthropy.

Anonymous (9)
Richard Abram, SB’63, SM’70, and Paul Chandler
Gene H. Abraham, PhD’76
Kathleen Adaas, AB’70, AM’71
Philip Bayer, AM’77, PhD’84
Deborah Berger, AB’71, and Richard Berger, AB’85, MD’71
Bonnie J. Blackburn, AM’56, PhD’77, and Lisa Frances A. Hafenden Stevens
Renato V. Bosira Jr, MD’76, and Dr. Judith W. Hsu
M. Phyllis Bourque
Elaine Lockdon Boner, AM’66, and Baruch Boner, AM’75, PhD’61
Mark Brickell, AB’74, and Anita Jasmin Brickell, AB’75, MBA’84
Katherine Bukola, AM’95
Gerald Burns, MBA’86, and Mary Ann Burns
Richard K. Caputo, PhD’93
Jennifer H. Caskey, AB’73
Cindy Cavandola, MPP’91
Raymond William Ciacci, AM’84, PhD’70, and Katherine Jane Ciacci
Baron J. Cohen, MBA’75, and Phyllis G. Cohen
Thomas A. Cole, JD’95, and Constance W. Cole
Carolyne Curtis, PhD’74
Maeve Dam and Kenneth Dam, JD’75
Susan Upton Douglass, AB’77, and K. Scott Douglass, MBA’84
Denis C. Duling, AM’69, PhD’73, and Gretchen A. Duling
Brian A. Dravon
Erika Erich
S. Kent Fannin, MBA’76, and Diane Chace Fannin
Katharine Sophia Fitcher, AB’53
Frances Field and Thomas L. Spisak, AB’88, SM’77
Laura Horstman Fisher, MBA’81, and J. Mark Fisher
Constance Fitzgerald, MBA’84, and Jay Stevelman
Margaret Forman and James Forman
Jeffrey Forman, AB’81, and Kelly Forman
Neoma Fowler, AB’87
Maurice J. Frank, SB’55, and Patricia Grady Frank
Jeffrey Fulton, MBA’77
Denise Chan Gans and Daniel A. Gans
Anne L. Gehring, MLA’71
Pheiffy Jo Grusom, SB’85, SM’80
David Goldman, MD’82, and Elizabeth Goldman
Constantine Giannopouls, SM’76, PhD’79
Isolde Krzakiewski, GSB’90, and Martin Krzakiewski
David Greenapple, MBA’83, and Donna Greenapple
Susan Elizabeth Grover, AB’70
Rohin Langfan Hammer, AB’77, and Joan Hammer, AB’76
Susan Harper, PhD’69, and Dennis Lynch
Leah Horev, AB’85, and Edword Fins, AB’74
Marcia Hermanns, PhD’84
Eric Heyer, SB’68, and Diana Steele
Kris A. Hightower, JD’82
Lisa E. Himonas, AM’84, and Dino Himonas, JD’89
John J. Higgins, AB’70
Barbara Schaefer Jilson
Rebecca Johnson, MBA’87, and Jeffrey Maling, MBA85
Dorothy Juel, AB’87, PhD’89
Tatsumi Kamihoshi and Mami Kamihoshi
Bonnie Kaplan, AB’68
Samuel Kaufman
David W. Kerr, AM’84, and David J. Martin
Alan Kelly, MBA’88
Peter Kofkin, JD’66
Elizabeth Konz, AM’70, and Peter Konz, JD’71
Alice Kraus and Douglas Kraus, JD’73
Lorette Kurfman and Daniel Kurfman, AM’83
Richard Laskey and Carleen Krender
Elise Lennard, AM’71, and Jeffrey Lennard, JD’73
Mary Lindberg
Marylo Loukis, Schinmel, PhD’75
Harold Thompson Little, MBA’72, and Cassandra A. Littl
Adam Mark Larynysk, JD’71, and Joyce Bowden
Robert E. MacRae, AB’81, SM’86, PhD’86, and Sara J. Holland, AB’79, AM’87
Vincenzo Marchi, AB’83
Studia Joyce Medaris, AM’76
Philip George Meghji, AB’84, MBA’83, PhD’85
Chancey J. Melfo, AB’91, AM’91, PhD’77, and Doris Gore
Janis Mendelson
Melvin Miles, AM’73
Judith K. Mohan, AB’65
Thomas Moosberg, AB’71, and Colleen McCrill
John Muller, AM’69
Daniel Murray
Harold Nelson, AM’69
Kieran Neumann
Karen Northrup, MBA’83
Kathleen O’Connor and Michael O’Connor Jr.
John O’Keefe, MBA’83, and Patricia O’Keefe
Marjorie Pearson, AB’70, AM’71
Nancy V. Paltz, AB’75, AM’76, AM’81, and Sam Pultman, PhD’91
Elizabeth Ploschuck, AB’54, and Geoffrey Callander, AB’57, AM’79
Helen Lois Poorman, MBA’79
Douglas Wilmot Robin, AM’88
Salvatore G. Rotella, AM’68, PhD’80, and Pilar Vives Rotella, AM’86, PhD’91
John W. and Jeanne M. Rowe
Ellen Rudnick, MBA’75, and Paul Earle, MBA’64
John Ryder, MBA’67
Charles Schilke, AB’81
Jeffrey Schwimmer, MBA’85, and Esther Buchbinder
Susan Schwartzenwald
Sharon Seidler and Marc Seidler, AB’70, JD’75
Richard Shaker, SB’63, SM’85, PhD’88
Robert Shelton
Steven Sheilds, PhD’84, MD’85
Michael David Sorkin, AB’95
Naomi Stern, AM’70
Johan Steel, PhD’75, and Donna Steel
Claus Sumners, AM’67, PhD’70, and Dr. Terry Lepworth
Barbara Swiharta and Thomas Swiharta
Roger Thompson, MBA’81
David F. Tilliker, AB’84
Allan Unsworth, AM’57
Steven Untracht, PhD’75, MD’88
James S. Vandermaarle, Jr, MBA’74
Doris Wells, AB’59
Al Wilowski, MBA’76
Evelyn Jeancke Yee, MBA’04, and Nimish M. Patel, MBA’83

The Phoenix Society honors individuals who make estate commitments or life-income arrangements to support the University of Chicago. Such gifts provide important ways to strengthen and sustain the University’s future.